
IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT  

FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

 
       
 
Fort Sill Apache Tribe, 
 
  Plaintiff, 
 
 v. 
 
National Indian Gaming Commission, et 
al.,  
  Defendants. 
   
        

 

OPPOSED EMERGENCY MOTION OF PLAINTIFF FORT SILL APACHE TRIBE TO 

ENFORCE THE COURT'S OCTOBER 21, 2016 AMENDED ORDER AND FOR AN 

ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE 

Pursuant to the Court's October 21, 2016 Amended Order, Plaintiff Fort Sill Apache 

Tribe respectfully moves to enforce the Court's Amended Order entered on October 21, 2016 and 

for (1) an order to defendant the National Indian Gaming Commission (the "NIGC") to forthwith 

reconsider its Decision and Order dated May 5, 2015, in consideration of the December 9, 2016 

letter issued by the Department of the Interior, and to issue a Decision and Order incorporating 

such reconsideration, and (2) an order requiring the NIGC and its Chairman Jonadev Chaudhuri 

to appear and show cause why they should not be held in contempt for violating the October 21, 

2016 Amended Order, despite the Court's admonitions on December 2, 2016 and at prior 

hearings.  As set forth in the accompanying Statement of Points and Authorities, the NIGC and 

Chairman Chaudhuri are in violation of the plain language of the Court's order.  

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

Case No. 1:14-cv-958-RMC 
 
Judge Rosemary M. Collyer 

) 
) 
) 
) 
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Movant respectfully requests that the motion be heard on an emergency basis, and 

requests oral argument.  

January 17, 2017    Respectfully submitted, 

 

      DENTONS US LLP 

 

      /s/  Kenneth J. Pfaehler 

      Kenneth J. Pfaehler 

      1900 K Street, N.W. 

Washington, D.C. 20006 

Tel: (202) 496-7500 

Fax: (202) 496-7756 

kenneth.pfaehler@dentons.com  

 

Attorneys for Plaintiff Fort Sill Apache Tribe 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT  

FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

 
       
 
Fort Sill Apache Tribe, 
 
  Plaintiff, 
 
 v. 
 
National Indian Gaming Commission, et 
al.,  
  Defendants. 
   
        

 

STATEMENT OF POINTS AND AUTHORITIES IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF FORT 

SILL APACHE TRIBES OPPOSED EMERGENCY MOTION TO ENFORCE THE 

COURT'S OCTOBER 21, 2016 AMENDED ORDER AND FOR AN ORDER TO SHOW 

CAUSE 

Plaintiff Fort Sill Apache Tribe (the "Tribe") hereby respectfully submits this statement 

of points and authorities in support of its motion to enforce the Court's Amended Order entered 

on October 21, 2016 and order defendant the National Indian Gaming Commission (the "NIGC") 

to forthwith reconsider its Decision and Order dated May 5, 2015, in consideration of the 

December 9, 2016 letter issued by the Department of the Interior, and to issue a Decision and 

Order incorporating such reconsideration.  This statement also is submitted in support of the 

Tribe's request for an order requiring the NIGC and its Chairman Jonadev Chaudhuri to appear 

and show cause why they should not be held in contempt for violating the October 21, 2016 

Amended Order, despite the Court's admonitions on December 2, 2016 and previously.  In 

support of the motion, the Tribe states as follows: 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
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) 
) 
) 
) 
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Argument 

A. The NIGC Should Be Ordered to Immediately Comply with the Court's 

October 21, 2016 Amended Order 

1. On October 20, 2016, the Department of Justice and counsel for the Tribe 

presented to the Court a stipulated "Amended Order" to resolve, once and for all, the resolution 

process that the parties have been pursuing for over 15 months.  (ECF Nos. 58, 59).  The Court 

entered the Amended Order the next day.  (ECF No. 60).  The Amended Order provided in 

pertinent part: 

FURTHER ORDERED, that on or before January 13, 2017, the 

NIGC shall reconsider its Decision and Order dated May 5, 2015, 

in consideration of the letter to be provided by Interior, and shall 

issue a Decision and Order incorporating such reconsideration; 

Id. at 1-2.  

2. On January 12, 2017, the NIGC issued a letter, not a Decision and Order, signed 

by the Chairman, Vice Chairman and Associate Commissioner.  (A copy of the letter is attached 

as Exhibit 1).  The letter states that the NIGC has not complied with the Court's October 21, 

2016 Amended Order.  Instead of reconsidering its May 5, 2015 Decision and Order, the NIGC 

advises that it has chosen not to reconsider its Decision and Order: 

After careful consideration of the December 9
th

 letter, we have 

determined there are no grounds, for settlement purposes, for 

reconsideration of the Commission's May 5, 2015 Final Decision 

and Order.  As such, the May 5, 2015 Final Decision and Order in 

re: Fort Sill Apache Tribe of Oklahoma Appeal of NOV-09-35 

stands. 

Ex. 1, second paragraph(emphasis added).   
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3. The NIGC and its Chairman thus admit that they have taken it upon themselves to 

decide if there are grounds to reconsider the Commission's 2015 order, and have unilaterally 

decided there are no such grounds, in violation of the plain language of the Court's order.   

4. The NIGC also has failed to issue a new Decision and Order incorporating its 

consideration of the Department of Interior letter, as the Amended Order requires.  Indeed, the 

NIGC states that the letter "does not amend, supplant or otherwise have any legal effect on the 

May 5, 2015 Final Decision and Order or constitute final agency action."  (Ex. 1, third 

paragraph). 

5. Just as it was not for the Department of Interior to decide whether it would 

comply with the Court's October 21, 2016 Amended Order, it is not for the NIGC to decide if it 

will comply with the Court's order.  The Amended Order does not give the NIGC the option of 

deciding whether there are "grounds" to reconsider its prior Decision and Order, or whether it 

will issue a new Decision and Order based on its consideration of the Department of the 

Interior's letter.  The Court ordered that the NIGC shall reconsider its Decision and Order dated 

May 5, 2015 in consideration of the Department of the Interior letter and shall issue a Decision 

and Order incorporating such reconsideration.  The NIGC has done neither. 

6. The NIGC is not just ignoring the plain terms of the October 21, 2016 Amended 

Order.  Guided by the Department of Justice, it is attempting to recast and ignore the agreement 

of the parties made in the Fall of 2015, which the orders of this Court embodied.  The NIGC 

cannot unilaterally take such an action.  First, its agreement to reconsider the May 15, 2015 

Decision and Order is reflected in an order of the Court.  Second, that order was a stipulated 

order jointly submitted by all parties.  (ECF Nos. 58, 59).  Third, as reflected by its stipulated 

nature, the Court's order simply implements the parties' agreements (as did the Court's prior 
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orders).  The NIGC and its counsel may not now unilaterally decide they no longer like the 

agreement and choose to violate the Court's order. 

7. The agreement, as the parties explained to the Court on August 15, 2016, and as 

reflected in numerous orders agreed to by the Defendants, including on August 17 and October 

21, requires two steps.  The Department of the Interior would issue an opinion letter to the NIGC 

explaining whether the Tribe is "acknowledged" for purposes of the Indian Gaming Regulatory 

Act, 25 U.S.C. § 2719(b)(1)(B)(ii)).  After that letter is issued to the NIGC, the Commission 

would reconsider its Decision and Order dated May 5, 2015 in consideration of the letter 

provided by Interior, and would issue a Decision and Order incorporating such reconsideration. 

8. The Tribe was induced to agree to this process in the belief that that the letter 

from Interior would be favorable and by the hope that the NIGC's reconsideration likewise 

would be positive.  But the NIGC always was explicit that it could not commit to a particular 

outcome of its renewed decision-making.  Therefore the structure of the agreed-upon process 

provided the Tribe with key procedural protections should the NIGC act unfavorably.  Namely, 

by requiring the NIGC to issue a Decision and Order in explicit consideration of the Department 

of the Interior's letter, if the NIGC result was unfavorable the Tribe would have a new Decision 

and Order, that it could challenge in this case.  By operation of law the Tribe would be able to 

use the Department of the Interior letter in that challenge because, by issuing a new Decision and 

Order, the NIGC would have undertaken final agency action.   

9. The Tribe would never have agreed to stay this litigation and go through this 

agreed process if, in the event of an unfavorable NIGC determination, it would not have the 

ability to challenge a new Decision and Order that considers the current position of the 

Department of the Interior with regard to the Tribe's federal acknowledgement.  This is necessary 
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because the May 15, 2015 Decision and Order is based on prior opinions and findings that do not 

fully and substantively address the Tribe's acknowledgment status.   

10. The January 12, 2017 letter from the NIGC, then,  is an overt attempt to deprive 

the Tribe of the benefit of its agreement -- and the benefit of this Court's repeated orders.  The 

Tribe did not bargain for the NIGC to write a letter "as part of litigation settlement discussions."  

It did not bargain for the back of the NIGC's hand in lieu of a new Decision and Order.  The 

Commission and the Department of Justice may not now contend otherwise because they agreed 

to, and submitted, the order that the Court entered on October 21, 2016.   

11. The NIGC's January 12 letter is just the latest effort of the defendants to evade 

their agreement, and the Court's orders.  This time the pretext is that everything Interior and 

NIGC agreed to do, and were ordered to do, is secret and discretionary as part of "confidential 

settlement communications."  The Department of Justice filed a notice on Friday purporting to 

claim that the January 12, 2017 NIGC letter is a "confidential settlement communication."  (ECF 

No. 66).  A Decision and Order of the NIGC is not a "confidential settlement communication."  

The Court did not order the NIGC to produce a "confidential settlement communication;" it 

ordered the NIGC to produce a Decision and Order. 

12. Therefore  the Tribe requests the Court to order the NIGC to reconsider its 

Decision and Order dated May 5, 2015, in consideration of the December 9, 2016 Interior letter, 

and to issue a Decision and Order incorporating such reconsideration on or before January 20, 

2017. 

B. The Defendants Have Willfully Violated the Court's Order and Should 

Appear and Show Cause Why They Should Not Be Held in Contempt 

13. The Tribe also asks the Court to order the NIGC and its Chairman to appear 

before the Court and show cause why they should not be held in contempt for willfully violating 
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the Court's October 21, 2016 Amended Order.  The defendants violated the order despite  the 

Court's admonitions at the December 2, 2016 hearing, and on three prior occasions when the 

defendants sought to excuse themselves from complying with the Court's orders.   

14. This is now the fourth time since September that the Tribe has had to come before 

the Court asking the Court to direct defendants in this case to comply with the Court's orders.  

Once again a defendant has sent to the Court a filing saying that the defendant has chosen to 

ignore the Court's order.  Once again the filing is presumably prepared by the same Department 

of Justice attorneys who have stood before the Court repeatedly since September explaining why 

the government believes it can ignore the Court's orders.  Once again the defendants assert that 

they can ignore the crystal-clear order, which they agreed to, because the Court's orders involve a 

process that it was hoped would reach a settlement.  But while the Court is enforcing an agreed 

resolution process, that does not render the Court's orders precatory.   

15. The Court was clear on December 2 that contempt would be the penalty for the 

defendants continuing to flout the Court's orders: 

You came up with the idea. I agreed with it. I ordered it.  And ever 

since the Department of Interior has said oh, Judge, go away. I am 

not going away. I have issued an order and I require it to be 

complied with. Do you understand? I know you understand. You 

understand this completely. You've been here. 

* * * *  

Now I mean I don't care, it's up to them as to what they want to 

say. It's up to your client as to what it wants to say, but we are not 

sitting around playing tiddlywinks here.  This is a serious piece of 

litigation. If you want me to I'll hold the department in contempt. 

Would you like me to do that? 

* * * *  

If you hadn't all thought you reached some kind of a way around 

this, we would have been litigating this and I would have been 

almost ready to decide it. But no, Interior dragged its feet and 
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dragged its feet and dragged its feet. Now I have to say that 

Interior, I said this once before, doesn't exactly come into federal 

court with a clean record in the way of its treatment of Indian 

tribes. I do not want this episode to be such a thing. It's just a piece 

of litigation. I mean, yes, of course you have a good position and 

so do they. If you didn't both have good positions, you wouldn't be 

here. I don't disagree with any of that. I'm just saying, you offered, 

I accepted and I ordered three times. I'm not kidding.  

It's not an option of the department to say if we don't want to do it, 

we're not going too and we'll let you know in two weeks. Not an 

option. 

And they better act in good faith in this letter and not just say, oh, 

we're not going to do anything about this. That is not going to be 

acceptable. It has to be substantive. And a brief that says we're 

right and so we're going to continue to litigate, that's not what 

we're looking for and you know it. 

Transcript of December 2, 2016 hearing, at 5:6-10, 5:16-20, 8:7-25 (Exhibit 2).b 

16.  The NIGC is refusing to do what the Court unmistakably told Interior it had to do 

on penalty of contempt: comply with the Court's October 21, 2016 Amended Order.  The NIGC 

says it is not going to reconsider its Decision and Order in consideration of the Interior letter 

because, in its unilateral view, "there are no grounds, for settlement purposes, for 

reconsideration."  (Ex. 1).  We have the NIGC declining in bad faith to reconsider its prior 

Decision and Order and issue a new one -- 15 months after promising to do just that -- and five 

months after agreeing to an order to do just that.  Despite the Court's directive, the NIGC instead 

has produced a letter that is not substantive and that just says it should win based on what it said 

in May, 2015. 

17. Therefore the Tribe  is constrained to seek an order requiring the NIGC and its 

Chairman to show cause why contempt should not be entered against them.  The Tribe makes 

this motion in an effort to try to bring the government's gamesmanship to an end.   
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18. This is not a matter, as the Department of Justice has framed it in prior arguments 

and as the NIGC has tried to frame it in its January 12, 2017 letter, of the defendants deciding 

whether or not they want to settle with the Tribe.  It is a matter of the defendants completing  a 

process that they promised, with a fiduciary obligation, to their trust beneficiary last October, 

when the Department of Justice and the defendants agreed to a process for resolving this dispute. 

19. At the September 30 hearing, Department of Justice counsel argued that 

"effectively the Tribe is trying to force Interior into a settlement which it cannot do."  Transcript 

of Sept. 30, 2016 hearing, at 7:3-4 (attached as Exhibit 3).  The Court corrected: "nobody is 

requiring the Department of Interior to do something it hasn't already said it is perfectly willing 

to do."  Id. at 8:23-25.  The same is true with respect to the NIGC.  It agreed to reconsider its 

Decision and Order in light of Interior's letter, and issue a new Decision and Order.  Nobody is 

telling the NIGC what result to reach in the new Decision and Order.  But it must reconsider its 

prior Decision and Order in light of interior's letter.  That is what the NIGC agreed to do, what 

the Tribe has waited 15 months for, and what the Court ordered the NIGC to do.  If the NIGC 

decides against the Tribe, then its new Decision and Order, addressing a letter from the 

Department of the Interior that for the first time fully considers the Tribe's acknowledgment 

status, will be the matter to be adjudicated in this litigation. 

C. The Tribe Has Been Prejudiced By the Continuing Delay In the Settlement 

Process 

20. The Defendants induced the Tribe not to actively pursue this action by Interior's 

repeated assurances that it would issue the letter and the NIGC's commitment to promptly 

reconsider its May 5, 2015 Decision and Order in light of the letter and to issue a new Decision 

and Order.  The Tribe relied on these promises and changed its position based on these promises.  

As the Court recognized on December 2, this litigation could be close to a conclusion by now, 
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but for the government's broken promises.  (Ex. 2, 12/2/16 Tr., at 8:6-8).  Delaying this process 

has materially harmed the Tribe, forcing it to continue to postpone its pursuit of promising non-

gaming business opportunities, deferring necessary borrowing in a period of historically low 

interest rates, rescheduling necessary land purchases, delaying the move of its governmental 

operations to New Mexico and impeding its ability to borrow, and further delaying the Akela 

Flats facility.  The uncertainty of the status of the Akela Flats gaming operation has impaired the 

Tribe's ability to borrow funds and finance its operations.  Moreover, the Tribe's inability to 

operate the Apache Homelands Casino deprives the Tribe of the financial ability to implement its 

plans to re-establish the area of Akela Flat as its governmental and population centers.  The Tribe 

has also incurred substantial expense in participating in a resolution process that the Commission 

now seeks to render meaningless. 

21. The Court is fully familiar with the Department of the Interior's excruciating, 

unexplained delays in issuing its letter.  Court-ordered deadlines of September 15, September 30, 

November 3 and December 1, 2016 came and went.  Only on December 9, in violation of the 

Court's order, did Interior's lawyers release the letter to the Court.  Now the NIGC has refused to 

perform its part of the Court's order in the time provided by the order.  The Complaint filed with 

this Court was necessitated by the NIGC's indefensible six year delay in deciding the 

administrative appeal of the Notice of Violation.  The present delay is part and parcel of the same 

extraordinary disregard for the harm to the Tribe from the NIGC's delays.   

D. The Court's Orders Are Not Merits Decisions 

22. We are concerned that in opposition to this motion, the Department of Justice 

again will again argue that the Court's order is a decision on the merits of the case.  It is not; the 

Order merely directs the Defendants to do what they committed to do last fall.   
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23. Moreover, it is the law of the case that the Court's order is not a decision on the 

merits of the case.  The Department of Justice briefed the issue twice, in its August 15 motion to 

vacate the Court's order and in its September 29 motion.  The Court rejected the argument.   

If your supervisors need to see the record so they understand my 

logic which is different from their logic that they should see that 

because maybe they're with you there, that would be nice because 

the whole concept[,] The concepts that my order means that the 

merits of the dispute have been decided.  No, no, no and no.  That's 

not correct. 

Ex. 3, Sept 30, 2016 Tr. at 8-9. 

24. Yet the Department of Justice has continued to argue the point repeatedly, most 

recently on December 2, 2016.  In response, the Court again was unequivocal: 

No, ma'am, no, no and no. We have discussed this twice. The 

Department of Interior has attempted to take that position before 

and I reject it. That is not true. 

Ex. 2, Dec. 2, 2016 Tr. at 4:12-21. 

25. The Court's repeated orders on this point are now law of the case.  The 

Department cannot again reargue the point. 

26. Moreover, the Court's decision was correct the first three times Justice has 

advanced this argument.  The order is not tantamount to a final judicial decision on liability and 

remedy in the Tribe's favor.   

27. First, the Complaint does not seek to have Interior issue a new Indian Lands 

opinion on Akela Flats or the NIGC to reconsider its Decision and Order in consideration of that 

opinion.  The Complaint seeks to require the United States to abide by the Comanche litigation 

settlement agreement.  Interior offered to issue the letter and the NIGC offered to reconsider its 

Decision and Order; neither is demanded in the Complaint.  
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28. Second, nothing in the Court's directive to Interior and the NIGC to honor the 

commitments they voluntarily made 15 months ago can be understood as a ruling that the 

NIGC's 2015 Decision and Order was arbitrary and capricious.  Instead, the NIGC is ordered to 

reconsider its 2015 Decision and Order with the benefit of an Indian Lands opinion addressing 

acknowledgment that it did not have when it issued the May 5, 2015 Decision.  Nothing in the 

Court's order says anything about the merits of the 2015 Decision and Order. 

29. Third, the relief sought in the Complaint is not simply to have the NIGC 

reconsider its May 2015 Decision and Order.  Instead the complaint asks the Court to declare 

that the Decision and Order is arbitrary, capricious and an abuse of discretion; asks the Court to 

reverse the order and vacate the Notice of Violation; and asks the Court to declare that Akela 

Flats is not subject to IGRA's General Prohibition and therefore that the Tribe may lawfully 

conduct gaming on the parcel.  None of this relief can fairly be read into the Court's order 

requiring Interior to issue the letter it committed to issue and for the NIGC to consider its prior 

decision in light of the letter.  The Court simply ordered the defendants to do what they 

committed to do a year ago, in return for staying the litigation.   

Conclusion 

30. The Tribe relied on the NIGC to act in good faith, consider the December 9, 2016 

Interior letter in good faith, reconsider its Decision and Order dated May 5, 2015 in 

consideration of the Interior letter, and issue a Decision and Order incorporating such 

reconsideration.  Whether the NIGC's new Decision and Order will settle the case cannot be 

known in advance.  But the Tribe has the procedural protection under the parties' agreement, as 

embodied in the Court's order, that if the NIGC result is unfavorable, the Tribe will have a new 

Decision and Order that it can challenge in this case.  By operation of law it would be able to 
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utilize the Department of the Interior letter in that challenge, because by issuing a new Decision 

and Order the NIGC would have undertaken final agency action.  The NIGC may not commit to 

this process, induce the Tribe to change its litigation position and stay the case for over a year (to 

the Tribe's considerable financial detriment), and then simply refuse to reconsider its Decision 

and Order or issue a new one.  The Court can, and should, enforce its October 21 Order. 

For all the foregoing reasons, and those presented at the August 17 status conference, the 

September 16 emergency hearing, the September 30 hearing, and the December 2 hearing, 

plaintiff Fort Sill Apache Tribe moves for an order (a) requiring the NIGC to forthwith 

reconsider its Decision and Order dated May 5, 2015, in consideration of the December 9, 2016 

letter issued by the Department of the Interior, and to issue a Decision and Order incorporating 

such reconsideration, and (b) requiring the NIGC and Chairman Chaudhuri to appear and show 

cause why the Commission should not be held in contempt of the Court for violating the October 

21, 2016 Amended Order.   

Counsel Have Conferred on the Motion 

Counsel for the Tribe has conferred about this motion with counsel for Defendants.  

Defendants declined to consent to the motion and advised that they oppose the motion.  

 

Washington, D.C.    Respectfully submitted, 

 

January 17, 2017    DENTONS US LLP 

 

      /s/  Kenneth J. Pfaehler 

      Kenneth J. Pfaehler 

      1900 K Street, N.W. 

Washington, D.C. 20006 

Tel: (202) 496-7500 

Fax: (202) 496-7756 

kenneth.pfaehler@dentons.com  

 

Attorneys for Plaintiff Fort Sill Apache Tribe 
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102329825 

 

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I hereby certify that on this 17th day of January, 2017, I electronically filed the 

accompanying emergency motion, the statement of points and authorities with exhibits, and the 

proposed order with the Clerk of the Court using the CM/ECF system, which will send 

notification of such filing to all counsel of record. 

      /s/ Kenneth J. Pfaehler 

      Kenneth J. Pfaehler 
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